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Behind the Wall (BTW) Urine Diversion Seat  

With Invertebrate Decomposition 
 

Standard Operating Procedures & Maintenance Procedures 
 
Date: November, 2018  
 
Organization: Camp Tamarack 
 
Contact: Charlie Anderson 
 
Address: 30901 SW FS Rd, Sisters, OR, 97759 

 
Building System:  (2) Wishbone Double, Forest Series 
 
Waste Processing System: TTS Decompose  
 
Toilet Location: Special use (neither front nor back-country) 
 
Open Dates: July, 2018 - current 
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Overview: 
 
Thank you for selecting TTS in the provision of advanced human waste management 
toilet systems.  Our objective is to provide public site operators with the lowest cost, 
lowest risk, least residual and lowest environmental impact toilet systems on the 
market.  We stand behind our products and believe that our systems should provide 
this high performance service for decades. 
 
The system which has been developed by TTS has sufficient capacity to contain and 
treat solid waste for an estimated 10-20 years prior to requiring decomposed solid 
waste removal.  Liquids are collected in the toilet seat, routed through the drain line 
and are dispersed into the adjacent leach field.  Solid waste is collected on the floor 
of the concrete-walled vault.  When the accumulated waste is watered and 
invertebrates (from local mucky soil) are added, the solid waste will decompose 
leaving minimal black organic residue and inert trash.  
 
In order to ensure the long-term function of the solids decomposition, liquids 
separation and treatment, and mechanical conveyor components, the following 
steps should be conducted:  
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1) Commissioning,  
2) Standard operating procedures,  
3) Maintenance procedures should be followed and are outlined in this document.  
 
Of all the maintenance procedures, the most critical are cleaning out the urine tray 
and maintenance of the urine drain line. 
 

Commissioning:  
 

 
 

 After 6 months to 2 years of solid waste accumulation (at least 10-20 cubic 
feet of accumulated material), add mucky soil from a nearby wet part of the 
ecosystem.  This mucky soil will contain many invertebrates and their eggs.  
This is a one-time procedure (unless it is deemed that pile has fully dried out 
at some point, or appears to be inactive over an extended period of many 
years). 
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Standard Operating Procedures 
 
Patrons use the toilet like they would any conventional toilet. Users can sit or stand 
when relieving themselves, and perhaps even squat (which tends to make the riser 
dirty with footprints).  Users should flush the toilet with their foot by pumping five 
times.  Signage is provided to educate users.   
 
No trash or foreign matter should be added. 
No bulking agent needs to be added. 
No food should be added (liquid or solid). 
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Basic Maintenance Procedures+: 

Basic Maintenance Procedures Overview Table 

High Use 
Season 
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Weekly x x        10 

Monthly x x        10 

Quarter x x x1 x2      30 

Annual x x x1 x2 x x x3   60 

3 yrs. x x x1 x2 x x x3 x  90 

10-20 yrs. x x x1 x2 x x x3 x x Day 
+All basic maintenance procedures can be accomplished by regular staff.   
*Based on 30 days steady use per month, 6 month use season 
1 Conveyor scraper service can be reduced to quarterly or annually if the belt remains clean despite large amounts of 
debris on the end of the scraper. 
2 Urine tray cleaning and can be reduced in frequency if little debris (TP fibers) is found in the tray or white elbow. 
3 Waste pile maintenance can be reduced to every 3 years if it takes more than one year for the “fresh” pile to develop a 
mound shape
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Basic Maintenance Procedure Details: 
 
Toilet Paper Restocking: add toilet paper.    
 
Conveyor Scrapers: 

To Do:  
1. Open rear doors to access the back side of the conveyors  
2. Use tool/ stick to dislodge bits of toilet paper clinging to the bottom of 

the conveyor belt.   NOTE: it is really only necessary to clean the 
scrapers if the conveyor belt is not being well cleaned by the scrapers.  
A very large amount of toilet paper can build up on the scrapers and the 
belt can still perform its function.  Often this wad can have long trails of 
toilet paper dangling off it.  

3. Check stationary scraper to make sure both sides are securely fastened 
with the wing bolts.  This will require a ladder retrofitted toilet sites. 

Objective:  
 Scrapers remove waste from belt.  They become less effective if they are 

clogged.  Cleaning them ensures the waste belt is relatively streak-free for 
toilet users.  NOTE: usually toilet users can see the mound of waste in a pit 
toilet, barrel toilet, or vault toilet.  Some streaking on the conveyor belt is to be 
expected and is thought to be much less offensive than seeing a whole pile of 
crap directly under ones bottom. 

 There are two scrapers, one is spring operated and requires no service other 
than periodic cleaning.  The stationary scraper is tensioned with wing nuts and 
should be checked periodically.  

 
 
Urine Tray and Urine Drain Line Cleaning: 

To Do:  
A. Urine Tray Cleaning 

1. Remove the toilet seat cover (fiberglass riser) 
2. Remove the urine tray by undoing the wing bolt, located in the front of 

the seat a few inches off the ground (retighten to finger tight only) 
3. Pull the tray out. This includes disconnecting urine drain, which will 

either entail disconnecting from a slip-on flexible coupling, or 
disconnecting from a black rubber Fernco fitting. If the flexible coupling 
is present, it can be disconnected from by simply wiggling the elbow out 
of flex coupling. If the black rubber Fernco coupling is present, the 
stainless steel band clamp will need to be loosed with a ¼” hex socket 
(common socket of multi-tip swappable screw drivers), or a flat head 
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screw driver. Once band clamp is loose, white plastic elbow should be 
able to be wiggled out. 

4. Clean the tray and white elbow of debris and salt deposits 
5. Add a new scented urinal filter insert (making sure wood-screw or 

other nail, has been slid through the urinal insert to stabilize it over 
center of the hole) – see Photo 7 for a graphical guide. 

6. Replace the tray (reconnect to Fernco coupling or white flexible 
coupling) 

7. Replace the tray-securing wing bolt 
B. Flushing out Urine Drain Line 

1. Once the urine tray has been cleaned and reinstalled drain line 
cleaning can take place 

2. Acquire 3-5 gallons of scalding-hot water. If not possible to acquire or 
produce hot water, use 10-30 gallons of room-temperature water. If 
hot water will never be available, detergent (enough to coat the line) 
could be used with the water. 

3. Slowly pour the hot water down the drain line.  
i. Keep in mind pouring too slowly will likely not sufficiently clean 

the line, but pouring too quickly will cause urine tray to 
overflow – ineffective for cleaning the line. See Photo 8 for a 
recommendation of pouring rate. 

Objectives:  
 The urine tray collects urine and also any sludgy bits (mostly TP fibers) that 

make it past the lip of the plastic insert on the conveyor belt.  The urine filter 
pad prevents the bulk of these from going into the drain line. 

 The urine tray and pipe need to provide free flow for urine or flow will stop 
and overflow into the overflow pipe above. 

 Because some small portion of these solids will make it through the scented 
urinal insert screen, flushing out the urine drain line is critical to ensure long-
term functionality of the drain line and leach field.  

 This is preventative maintenance to ensure the system continues to flow.  
 
Bowl Cleaning:  

To Do:  
1. Like any toilet, the inner surface needs cleaning periodically.  Use a 

bowl brush and detergent (surfactant) cleaner, such as such as Simple 
Green© (no bleach, ammonia, or strongly caustic substances – mild acid 
cleaners or baking soda are also acceptable).   

2. Flush the residue with at least 1L water while pumping the foot pedal 
10 times. 

Objective:  
 Keep the toilet bowl clean. 
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 The black bowl insert (under the riser) can be removed for cleaning 
 
 
Conveyor Inspection: 

To Do:  
1. Remove the toilet seat 
2. Pump the foot pedal multiple times and inspect cogs and drive arm 
3. Inspect the foot pedal for lateral movement (could indicate loose pin) 
4. Inspect the spring and other linkages.  Ensure all connections, bolts, 

pins, and lock washers are seated properly and secure to perform 
adequate functions and nothing catches.  Push on pins where retaining 
rings sit in order to test the holding power of lock washers.  Replace 
with provided replacement parts if necessary.  If spare parts are used, 
notify TTS to ship out replacement spare parts. 

5. Inspect the conveyor tension (conveyor should deflect <1” when 
pushed with reasonable force from underneath).  Adjust belt-tensioning 
bolts if belt is loose or if pedal does not drive the belt forward. 

6. Inspect conveyor belt for wear.  Notify TTS if belt is damaged. 
Objective:  
 Detect issues with the conveyor or linkage before they breakdown and cause 

trouble 
 
 
Septic Additive and Winterization: 

To Do:  
1. Conduct the other tasks above first, before doing this step.  
2. Pour 1L of a diluted mild acid cleaner (such as acid bowl cleaner from 

Home Depot) into the toilet bowl after urine tray cleaning while 
pumping the foot pedal. 

3. After a few minutes (as long as time allows) flush the solutions with 5L 
water while pumping the foot pedal 10-15 times. 

Objective:  
 Keep the septic pipe and small field clear and free of salt deposits and toilet 

paper fiber build-up.  
 
 
Waste Pile Maintenance (Decomposition): 

To Do:  
1. Rake / shovel the waste from its drop point back (towards the front 

corner (corner with side wall and back wall adjacent – opposite toilet 
wall) - see Photo 2 for details 

2. Saturate the waste with water 
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3. Add two shovel-full’s of mucky soil (first year only) – see image below 
4. Cover wet waste with plastic sheet (or opened garbage bag) 

Objective:  
 Decompose the solid waste and toilet paper by cultivating proper moist 

conditions in which invertebrates thrive. The addition of wet soil – ideally from 
nearby a stream bank (rather than a puddle on side of road) - to the pile is 
intended to inoculate the waste pile with a variety of invertebrates which will 
accelerate material breakdown.  

 
(A “shovel-full” quantity) 

 
Waste Pile Maintenance (Drying; if sufficient space in the vault allows. This 
should be done simultaneously with any other waste pile maintenance): 

To Do:  
1. Shovel the decomposed waste from its place under the plastic sheet to 

the center of the waste vault (directly beneath center beam between 
rear access hatches) – see Photo 2 for details 

2. Do not cover 
3. Turn annually and remove inert trash if desired 

Objective:  
 Allow decomposed organic matter to slowly dry over course of a few years. 

This will reduce the weight of the residue and reduce cost for eventual disposal. 
 
 
Conveyor & Drain Service: 

To Do:  
1. Wear PPE 
2. Spray with sanitizing agent 
3. Deep clean with scrub brush 
4. Clean urine tray and white elbow 
5. Replace pedal spring & black cog tooth spring (add new lock washers / 

bolts) 
6. Tighten all nuts and bolts (to ‘wrist’ tight) 
7. Check conveyor belt for tears 
8. Empty the 4” PVC drain catchment.  
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Objective:  
 Preventative maintenance – See 3 year Overhaul Maintenance Manual for 

further detail on servicing the conveyor. 
 
 
Waste Extraction:  

To Do:  
1. Open the rear doors 
2. Shovel the dry organic residue into bags or containers 
3. Remove the containers for disposal 

Objective:  
 Remove the waste offsite for further processing at lower elevation or disposal 

Safety 
Wear property PPE for the tasks at hand. Glasses and disposable gloves should suffice, 
but care should be taken at all stages to not have waste come in contact with mouth or 
nose.  If in doubt, wear a dust mask to cover nose and mouth and prevent contact.  
Wash hands or sanitize with gel immediately after work.  Don’t smoke or eat while 
working.  If clothes come in contact with feces, avoid touching your face and ensure to 
wash clothes in hot soapy water.  The main health concern working with human fecal 
matter is fecal-oral ingestion of pathogens including but not limited to: E.coli, 
Salmonella, helminth ova, enteric viruses.  Hundreds of thousands of colony forming 
units of E.coli must be ingested to get ill (vomiting / diarrhea).  Helminthes (intestinal 
worms) are rare in humans North America, and reduce quality of life, but are not life 
threatening in North America.  The most deleterious pathogens in human waste, that 
can be infectious at low doses, are viruses.  Detection is difficult.  Illness range 
considerably.  Ensure to avoid all means of fecal oral contamination when working 
with human waste.  Disposable gloves are a critical PPE item in prevention.  Soap 
water wash is preferable to hand-sanitizer and should be performed as soon as 
possible after getting out of the field.  
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Troubleshooting  (*Refer to 2-3 Year Overhaul Manual for more 

extensive troubleshooting support) 
Issue Solution Time 

(min) 
Pedal does not return to 
top upright position 

Remove riser, replace large pedal spring 2-5 

Pedal does not drive belt, 
does not engage white cogs 

Remove riser, replace small black tooth 
spring (under white cog) 

5-10 

Pedal does not drive belt, 
but does engage white cog 

Tighten conveyor tension bolts & nuts at 
back top end of the conveyor.  Two sets, left 
and right.  

5-10 

Urine flowing out overflow 
(or bad smell in toilet area) 

Remove riser, remove and clean tray and 
white elbow under tray.  Prepare for a mess 
when the tray is removed.  

10-15 

Foot pedal comes out The cotter pin has been dislodged when 
removing the riser.  Replace.  Alternatively, 
replace with a bending cotter pin. 

1  

Urine leaking Remove and clean urine tray, elbow and 
coupling fitting. Ensure that coupling/slip 
fittings are fully pushed on and secured over 
the elbow and pipe which they adapt to. 

25 

Plastic conveyor shroud 
loose 

Check to make sure all hex bolts are present; 
replace any which have fallen out. 

2-5 
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Photo Index:

Photo 1. Toilet and conveyor as appears from main level 

Foot pedal on right side of 
BTW riser.  Riser removes by 
lifting up and out.   
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Photo 2. Example of TTS Decompose vault (waste management 
shown for far toilet) 

1. Solid waste collection pile (center) 
 
2. Decomposition zone (front) 
 
3. Drying zone (rear) 

1
.  
 

2
.  
 

3
.  
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Photo 3. Example waste pile accumulation 

Solid waste at Yankee Boy 
after 2 weeks   
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Photo 4. Conveyor crank bar mechanism 
 

Removable plastic shroud 
 
Pedal Spring (newer versions 
are thicker) 
 
Pedal spring pin and  
retaining ring 
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Photo 5. Conveyor drive gear ratcheting mechanism 

Drive cog 
 
Centering spacers/bushing 
 
Black tooth-locking flap 
and engaging spring 
 
Clevis pin (secured either 
by E-type retaining ring – 
as shown, or K-type cotter 
pin) 
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Photo 6. Pedal-Clevis linkage 

Pedal linkage and pedal 
spring 
 
Clevis pin (secured either 
by E-type retaining ring – 
as shown, or K-type cotter 
pin) 
 
Clevis bar linkage 
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Photo 7. Installing the Urinal Insert 

 

 
Photo 8. Suggested pour rate for cleaning out urine drain line 

(Source - previews.123rf.com) 
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Sampling & Testing 
 
End-product can be evaluated for a suite of parameters to ensure the public operator 
that the primary objectives of the toilet and management of the waste are being met 
(urine-diversion and invertebrate degradation without bulking agent).   The best 
place to sample from is from material that has overwintered without fresh addition 
(or dried third stage product, if this is created).  This ensures local invertebrates and 
their microbial counterparts have had ample opportunity to process the bulk of the 
waste mass.  The best time to take this sample would be prior to first day open for the 
season.   
 
General quality: in general waste material that has overwintered moist and under the 
tarp should be dark in color (dark brown after the first year and black after two + 
processing years under the tarp), material should be moist (not crusty or dripping 
wet), not have offensive smells, and be rich with invertebrate life (worms, larvae, 
slugs, mites), and be pH neutral (6.5-7.5).  These can be determined qualitatively by 
the operator during annual maintenance and tested with simple pH strips or a pH 
meter. Moisture can be classified as dry if tough aggregations or crusty material is 
present when raking, moderate/moist if sort of a crumbly material, excessively wet if a 
slop/sludge. If too wet, leave uncovered for extended period. 
 
For further testing of microbial content (fecal coliforms) and material stability 
(Solvita®) can be completed if additional information is desired on the end-product. 
If desired, samples should be extracted and shipped to a laboratory following 
directions from the laboratory (who often provide containers).  If there was a desire 
to dispose of the end-product onsite, there are federal regulations (EPA CFR 40 Part 
503) which require guidelines for fecal coliform counts (<1000 MPN/g) be met prior 
to being considered a material safe and free of pathogens.   However, as this is a slow 
decomposition process by invertebrates and not a high temperature process, this sole 
pathogen indicator should not be relied upon.  Additional supporting evidence of the 
full range of pathogen reduction must be proven with a suite of EPA approved testing 
costing about $500 per sample.  
 
However, if the desire for additional information is primarily to understand and 
communicate the risk to workers or contractors, additional factors which contribute 
to reduced risk and improved safety are: batch separation (fresh from aged), material 
age (having sat for 2-3 years greatly reduces pathogen concentration and ova 
viability), moisture (pathogens tend to die rapidly in very dry material), and smell (if 
material still smells strongly, it is likely not yet stable, and there are likely conditions 
supportive of pathogen persistence).  Lacking further processing or testing, 
decomposed and decomposed & dried waste should be disposed of at waste water 
treatment plant, landfill, incinerator, or composter. If alternate disposal method is 
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desired, inquire about further processing and testing which could be conducted to 
ensure the end-product was safe enough to dispose onsite according to federal 
regulations.  
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Contact:  
 
Toilet Tech the following ways: 
Email: geoff@toilettech.com 
Phone: 206-456-9077  
WEB: www.toilettech.com 
Mailing address: 4220 24th Ave W, Seattle, WA 98199 
 


